Parking Requirements

The required number to support functions has not as yet reached.

A provision of 145 parking bays has been made. Currently the student parking lot provides for 160 cars, there will be loss of student parking, considering that the facility will occupy the ground level parking. A second basement level must be considered.

External Traffic Considerations

In order to not increase the congestion existing on Burnett Street during peak hours. No new vehicular entry points have been incorporated. The existing vehicular entrance point off Festival and corner Festival and Prospect Street will be utilized.
Traffic Calming Devices

Raised cobbled paved areas have been extended beyond the pedestrian spaces into the interfacing roads. Although there are level changes, the cobbled paving material helps slow down traffic, awakens motorists awareness of entry into the district and pedestrianized nature of their surroundings.
Consisting of mixed use functions

Office space - Administration department facilitating the administration and of demarcated rental market spaces (2.5m x 6m) as per parking bay.

Commercial - Rental spaces, strictly for commercial use so as to encourage activity until early evening, eg- clothing stores, or cd shop, game arcades.

Recreational - Dance classes, Open Square for multiple uses.
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